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Searching  

Well, it was here a minute ago! 

I have discovered that most people are not using the search function to its full power. They will simply 

type in some “keyword” in the search box and then try to manipulate the field headers in the results to 

find what they want. Click, click, and click - it's here somewhere, honest! 

When it comes to searching for email – which one are you? 

 

By demonstrating to people how to build up the refine options from the Search contextual tab i.e. using 

the “from”, “subject” and “attachments” options and showing how this dramatically reduces the amount 

of results from 600 to 2 is always an eye-opener for everyone.  

Pointing out how useful this would be when your boss is standing over your shoulder usually seems to 

clarify the effectiveness.  

Although this way of searching is ultimately quicker than how people currently search you can imagine 

the reaction when I then show that Outlook stores recent search results and you can re-run the same 

search at later dates without even re-adding the criteria! 

Creating a fixed, virtual search folder and adding it to your favourites folder area is also a brilliant way 

to make searching easier. 

  

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
http://blogs.office.com/2012/03/01/better-searching-in-outlook-2010/
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/Create-a-Search-Folder-961E78C8-9BE5-48B5-B8B1-2C7BEEBE5B25
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/add-or-remove-folders-in-favorite-folders-22fdc760-753e-4237-b96b-44a233cc19f0
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Attachments  

One click or two? 

Taking the idea of “every second counts” when dealing with email – why then should we waste time by 

opening up other applications when you can stay in Outlook? Which would you prefer - one click to 

preview the attachment within the email or two clicks to wait for the application that it was created in to 

open up?   

Where possible sending a link to a file rather than sending the file itself is preferred for numerous reasons 

- no large files in mailbox, if you have the link and the file is updated you will always have an updated 

copy of the document just by keeping the link. I also like to send "nice" hyperlinks - as I call them. Rather 

than just copying and pasting the entire address, which in some cases could be 4 or 5 lines long and can 

look messy as well as making the email longer than it needs to be. 

 

Nice hyperlinks 

I choose a word and make that word the hyperlink so that it is much more relevant and neater. Some 

people might put…please click "here" to view the document and provide feedback…and make "here" the 

hyperlink.  That's a lot of extra text that doesn't need to be there and I would incorporate the word 

"document" into the sentence and make that the link.  

Who else misses Clippy? 

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
https://support.office.com/en-ie/article/Preview-attachments-a9b0921c-c1df-4922-aefb-26e9557de6fe
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/Add-a-hyperlink-to-an-email-message-48780838-1b3d-4def-8612-03100491024c?ui=en-US&rs=en-GB&ad=GB
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Attachments 

Stay where you are! 

When you read a document do you expect to open up separate sections to look at photos, charts and 

tables etc.? I don't! I like everything to flow in a natural reading order so why should I need to create 

separate documents in another separate application and attach them as separate items on to an email. 

If I need a table, picture or chart in an email then I create it from within the email using the Insert tab - 

the options are all there as well as many others so - stay in Outlook! 

The reverse theory applies for documents that already exist - why should I open up Outlook, carry out 

numerous steps to send it via an email - most applications have a save & send option in the file menu. 

This will start a new email, attach the document and fill in the subject line with the name of the document.  

Sharing is caring 

Convert to PDF and send can now be done in a much easier three step process i.e. PDQ 

 

  

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
http://lmgtfy.com/?q=what+does+pdq+stand+for
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Skype for Business 

Ping! 

More and more people in the office are using Skype for Business to communicate with colleagues which 

is great. What’s better is the way it integrates with Outlook.  

Start an Instant Message with a contact directly from an email and the recipient gets a conversation 

window showing the subject that they are being about to engage in (or not).  

The Contact Card is a useful tool allowing you to email, phone, IM direct from the card - no need to 

type, tap or click anywhere else. 

 

Skype for Business can also save conversation history which I find useful as I get a lot of good information 

across IM that I like to refer back to. Note that it does take up server space so once a week I will copy all 

the Conversation History across to my archives.  

  

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/Use-the-contact-card-53e2e9cf-597d-4291-beee-520c7fff14b5
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Quick Parts 

Building blocks 

I often find that I send out the same blocks of text quite regularly so I use Quick Parts to save this text 

so that I can recall it at a later date without having to search sent items, copy and paste etc. etc. 

 

 

 

Not just for smiley faces 

Another option is to use the Autocorrect functionality i.e. if you are always typing in the same people’s 

names why not change it so that when you type in their initials it will autocorrect this to be the full name. 

 

  

Quick Parts? Lego Blocks? Same 

Thing!   

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
https://support.office.com/en-sg/article/Create-reuseable-text-blocks-for-e-mail-messages-8fb6c723-c960-4c8c-9790-3e43ddc4b186
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/AutoCorrect-spelling-and-insert-text-and-symbols-e7433b94-f3de-4532-9dc8-b29063a96e1f
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Email Etiquette 

Everyone is different and everyone has their own opinions on what is good/bad email etiquette.  

Type unto others as you would have them type unto you 

I personally don't like the entire message written in the subject (hello, use Instant Messaging), the 

overuse of !!!!!! (that really angers me) and people who can't spell my name correctly (you just typed it 

in the To field, honestly).  

I came across 101 email etiquette tips1 and found it enlightening to hear other people's views. 

By the time you finish absorbing this document you will have saved yourself so much time when working 

on your Outlook you will have more time to read therefore the 101 email etiquette tips are conveniently 

included at the end. 

 

                                                      

1 http://www.netmanners.com/e-mail-etiquette-tips/ 

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
http://www.101emailetiquettetips.com/
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Achieving Inbox Zero 

There are various incarnations how to “Achieve Inbox Zero” of this going around and many more time 

management courses on the go but I wanted something quick and easy to follow and stumbled upon 

this particular achieving inbox zero2 idea. I liked the 4D principle and I decided to give it a try. I actioned 

all my emails in my inbox and one Friday afternoon I moved them all out to an archive file so I was 

starting a fresh on Monday and since then I have been using the Quick Steps feature in order to make 

this work for me: 

No dancing required 

I have used the Quick Steps feature to set this 4D principle up.  

 

Where: 

Delete (obvious)  

Do it now (in my case is a reply)  

Delegate (in my case is a forward)   

Defer (categorizes as red to do, creates a calendar appointment with the email attached and moves to 

a folder of choice) 

Try it yourself and you will see the difference in no time! 

  

                                                      

2 http://www.reading.ac.uk/web/FILES/its/AchievingInboxZero.pdf 

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Outlook-2007-Best-Practices-Tame-your-Inbox-with-the-4-D-s-e15eae00-54fc-4e39-8a0a-9f6da648cca2?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US#__toc220831190
https://support.office.com/en-ca/article/Automate-common-or-repetitive-tasks-with-Quick-Steps-a9caf57e-0eb0-4b48-9141-a9904da0aaf9
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Mailbox Management  

Staying within your email limit is everyone's biggest gripe at the moment but it shouldn't be. Take 10 

minutes to save yourself hours. Don't “panic delete” or click auto-archive when you get a “warning” 

email. It might be a quick fix for now but what about when you come to look for your archived mail and 

have no idea where it is or worse still you have deleted it all because you wanted to send an email that 

could have probably waited 10 minutes anyway! 

Identify the folders that take up the most space and deal with them first.  

 

Psssst – this is not a secret 

Most people will use .pst files or equivalent archiving folders to file emails and will have their own 

personal structure. So long as you are not keeping everything in one file as it's better to spread across 

multiple .psts - that way if you lose one, it's bad yes, but not as bad as losing everything. If you have 

.psts going back to the year 2000 you need to ask how often you look at them and do they need to be 

in view every day. Think of it as a library.  

Would you sit in the library just on the off chance you will need a book or do you just need to know 

where the library is if you ever need to get a book. As .psts are stored locally so they are easier to work 

with offline then make sure you take a backup of the file when and where needed. 

Any emails that are deleted are in the deleted items folder until a time when it is manually emptied. 

Again, why not make this process slicker. Set Outlook up to automatically empty the deleted items folder 

every time you exit Outlook i.e. once a day. Holding down the SHIFT key while pressing delete will bypass 

the deleted items entirely and if a mistake is made there is always the recover deleted items from the 

server option that is available for a set period.  

Auto archive 

I only ever use auto-archiving on my Sent Items and Calendar as I manage everything else manually. It's 

set up so every 14 days it will check these folders for anything older than 1 month and automatically 

move it to a .pst file called archive. Once setup initially, I know this happens and I don't concern myself 

with these two folders taking up space.  

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Create-an-Outlook-Data-File-pst-to-save-your-information-17a13ca2-df52-48e8-b933-4c84c2aabe7c
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Archive-older-items-automatically-25f44f07-9b80-4107-841c-41dc38296667
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Mailbox Management (continued)  

I always stick to the rules 

Experiment with rules. They can be as simple or as complex as you need them to be. Do you have a 

report you get sent every day that you only review once a week? Do you actually need to have it in your 

inbox waiting, staring at you, taking up space?   

 

Common Sense 

If you receive an email with a 5MB attachment and you forward it on to someone else, you will then have 

a copy in your sent items also. So 5MB turns into 10MB 

The synchronization issues folders contain logs and items that Microsoft Outlook has been unable to 

synchronize with your Microsoft Exchange Server. As the Cybermen say - Delete! Delete! 

 

Say “hi” to the email hoover 

I used to only keep the latest email in a chain of emails as I was confident that all the information in the 

latest one had all the previous correspondence - so why keep 10 older emails. So, is it sad to say I was 

excited when Outlook 2010 came out and had the Conversation Clean-up function that would 

automatically do this with one click of the mouse? Also, the Ignore function works well at ignoring future 

conversations on a particular topic - especially when people get "Reply All Trigger Happy" 

Has it changed my life? No, not really. Has it helped me manage my time and email better - absolutely! 

  

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
https://support.office.com/en-ca/article/Manage-email-messages-by-using-rules-50307363-0e79-4f6a-95c0-04b922a2ff13
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Use-Conversation-Clean-Up-to-eliminate-redundant-messages-4a0aa10b-8342-4f75-b78c-2b8ca23eca8d
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Miscellaneous AND USEFUL 

Let’s get together! 

Once there has been 5 or more emails in an email conversation with the same group of people and the 

discussion hasn’t been resolved you should ask yourself… 

“should we set up a meeting to discuss this and come to a final decision?” 

The “reply with meeting button” will do just that! 

 

It will create a meeting request inviting everyone that is part of the email, attach the email conversation 

to the meeting request and assign the subject. All you have to do is decide on a date/time/location and 

with the built in scheduling assistant this is also just as simple. 

 

You’ve got mail 

 

Do you still get distracted easily by the incoming notifications of emails? I do! 

Customise the desktop alerts to suit you. Personally, I turn off the “pop up” notification and just keep 

the envelope notification in the taskbar. This way, at least I know I have a new email waiting but I haven’t 

been distracted to look at it yet as I have no idea of the sender/subject. 

 

 

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/Respond-to-an-email-message-with-a-meeting-request-b04e0d58-b221-4ffd-9981-26ceb2bef0ae
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/Video-Use-the-Scheduling-Assistant-A7BF1AEE-BEE6-46D6-A126-194ED04FBE09
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/831399
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Miscellaneous AND USEFUL 

More than just pretty colours 

If you use Microsoft Excel, you might be familiar with this concept. You can change the format of the 

text of an email in the message list based on a certain condition using conditional formatting i.e. make 

all your manager’s emails display with a red colour and a larger font size. 

 

Create groups 

Do you constantly send emails to the same group of people and manually add their email addresses 

each time? If so, then it will be a big time saver if you create a contact group once and use this each 

time. 

 

You’re in control! 

Quickly jump between Outlook sessions without using the mouse using these keyboard shortcuts. 

CTRL + 1 = Mail 

CTRL + 2 = Calendar 

CTRL + 3 = People 

…. etc. 

All Outlook keyboard shortcuts are included at the end of this document. 

 

 

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/Automatically-change-incoming-message-colors-and-fonts-based-on-sender-subject-or-recipients-4efbf993-fb00-4f2c-9a3f-78e64e4455ec
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/Create-and-edit-a-Contact-Group-formerly-distribution-lists-88ff6c60-0a1d-4b54-8c9d-9e1a71bc3023
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Miscellaneous AND USEFUL 

It sounds like a drag. It is but I love it! 

Instead of manually creating tasks, contacts and even calendar entries if you have an email with the 

details then simply drag and drop it on to the section of Outlook you want the details to be used and all 

the details will be pulled into the new item. 

If you say it, type it 

After meetings people used to ask me to set up the next meeting for 3 weeks tomorrow so I would be 

tapping my pen on the calendar trying to count the weeks and if it happened past the end of the month 

I would always have to go back and start again. 

Outlook uses Natural Language so if you just type in the date field -  “3 weeks tomorrow” then it will 

automagically convert it. It will also recognise holidays so if you did want to set a calendar appointment 

with Santa Claus, type in the name of the holiday i.e. Christmas…go on you know you want to. 

Resend a message 

How often have you needed to send the same message to more than one person but personalise each? 

Does this sound familiar? 

Click forward, change the name, delete the FW, start typing, uh oh the next is blue, format painter… 

Do you think the resend this message option might solve all these problems? 

 

  

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kd9k9y6omNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uMFAn7hXuo&list=PLScZGP3Y-qlyQjC7j0qCL67oj-MFHBumN
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Resend-an-email-message-acd16ac4-c881-477d-b4aa-36168fa96088
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Miscellaneous AND USEFUL 

Time Zones 

I used to work with colleagues who were based in South Korea and had to set up lots of meetings with 

them. Since my geography is almost as bad as my maths I was quite often guilty of setting up meetings 

with them when they should actually have been tucked up in bed. 

Let Outlook do the checking by changing the time zone when setting up the meeting. 

 

Clickable links for mobile users 

If you are sending out a meeting with conference call dial in details – spare a thought for people who 

are joining via mobile phones who have stopped by the side of the road in a safe place and need to join 

this meeting quickly. They don’t have time to go through the dial the number, phone down from face, 

find the PIN entry code from an email, try to memorise the PIN, back to phone up to face, enter PIN, it’s 

wrong…you get it. 

Set the joining details so it will allow them one click to join and it will put in all the entry details 

automatically. The process is described in this article better than I can because I’m actually driving right 

now ☺ 

A stunning view 

If you are building a house and want a better view of the world does it make sense that you would ask 

the architect to add in more windows? Absolutely. 

If you are in Outlook and want to view your manager’s mailbox, a colleague’s calendar and your task list 

(you are so multi-talented remember) then ask Outlook to add in more windows. Simply right click on 

the Outlook section you want to open in a new window and that’s it. You maybe can’t feel the fresh air 

but you will be more productive. 

 

 

So, there we have it. Outlook - Get Productive. I did! 

P.S. Don’t forget the wonderful Scottish invention - the telephone! 

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2642044
https://danielmiessler.com/blog/creating-iphone-clickable-conference-call-information/
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Achieving Inbox Zero 
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Outlook Shortcuts

mailto:HELLO@APPETITEFORBUSINESS.COM
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